Prepositions
Kylie Alexis Javellana Hill

Barbara Weidle “...did you know from the
beginning what you were looking for?”
Pat Steir: “No. Quite the opposite. I didn’t
know at all. I only knew, unconsciously, my
playing ield, which [was] my own mind and
my own soul. I only knew a...mental list of
quesions...Slowly I eliminated quesions for
myself. Not because they were answered
necessarily but simply because they lost their
interest as a quesion.”*
Accompanying this text are a series of maps, playing
ields, lists, grids, and spreads of quesions and
answers. The biggest and most diicult quesions I
probably will never answer, so I have to ask smaller
quesions, down to the space between each mark or
edge. Why does it feel [is it] right to put a line here
and not there? The answers are someimes based
on my relaionship to skill—how well executed is
the technique, which formal qualiies and principles
can be judged, and what does a speciic material
mean for the work? But these metrics do not wholly
explain rightness or urgency. The smallest unit can
be important in its embedded content: leters,
sitches, holes, strokes, pixels, the shape of a hole
in the pavement. The kind of mark is an individual
assumpion made for a more expansive whole.
Seeking, collecing, and accumulaing these marks are
avenues for solving and creaing problems.
My work is a conscious engagement with
tradiions of process art that emphasize making over
outcome and the desire to create art that cannot
be predetermined. The art objects are primarily a
by-product of engagement with my material reality.
* Barbara Weidle, Pat Steir, and John Yau, Dazzling
Water, Dazzling Light (Seattle, WA: University of
Washington Press, 2000).

This is hard to pin down and harder to talk about.
Historian Kim Grant’s introducion to the circular and
someimes impenetrable creaive process is a good
summaion of one of the essenial problems of my
art [school] experience: “The arist’s hard work oten
takes place without a clearly deined goal, thereby
rendering the arist’s labors endless, and any results
resistant to external evaluaion.”** One kind of
evaluaion, however, comes out of ideas of endurance
and how my body interacts with material. Have I
repeated the individual mark to the point of muscle
memory? Can my hand work by itself? If my hand isn’t
making acive decisions, will another internal logic
reveal itself? The inverse is to manipulate the whole
to ind the granular. Both are correct.
Printmaking allows for this mulidirecional
exploraion. Composiions are formed through
buildable, reversible, exponenial and cumulaive
forms of translaion of an image to disill it to a
fundamental or give it a new kind of coherence. I play
small composiional games with myself, looking at the
front and back, signiier and signiied, architecture and
atmosphere, intuiive and measured. Puing those
problems into words is another translaion [print] to
work into or out of.
The following problems are taken from my
daily sketchbook and diary, one each month for the
last year. I am trying to explain my own organizaion,
strategy, and quesions and also set up new ones. It
is an exercise in knot building and knot unraveling to
parallel the macro- and micro-level of the physical
work. The threads come from me [past, present,
future] and the conversaion between me, the mark,
the whole and the viewer. I am thinking about forms →
** Kim Grant, All About Process: the Theory and Discourse
of Modern Artistic Labor (PENN State UNIV Press, 2018),
4.

of visual thinking like charts and graphs and concrete
poetry. A well-established body of cultural criicism
around visual “language,” diagrams and forms of
knowledge producion can help unravel the means
and ends of my pracice. In the Social Psychology
of Organizing, Karl Weik lays out some elements
of organizaion that resonate with me and may be
considered as you read on:
“Equivocal informaion triggers organizing.”
Looking at abstract, ambiguous art leads
to my (and your) disturbances about the
underlying structure and meaning
“Eforts to stabilize meanings for equivocal
displays typically involve the eforts of
two or more people.” This is me and The
Viewer, trying to make sense in parallel.

“Interdependencies among people are
the substance of organizaions, but these
interdependencies are luid and shiting.”
***
This is about organizaions as eniies
and not a series of adjacent marks, but I
like to imagine that each bit of ink relies on
the other to hold up the greater system and
that those visual relaionships are never
staic. This is comforing and also scary.

*** Karl E. Weick, The Social Psychology of Organizing
(New York, NY: McGraw-Hill, 2006), 22.

May 2020

what can you make right now
that expresses the moment?
Two months into it, the pandemic asked all of us to
react to the contemporary in literal, restricive and
upseing ways. A repeated line became a marker
of ime and a way to express the sameness of days
inside and alone. This month, the efort of making
the mark was far more important than color, scale or
reproducibility.

June 2020

-> RIBCAGES -> TWIST TIES
-> ZIPPERS -> CAT’S CRADLE
ELLIOT SMITH DAY OF THE DEAD
-> PIANOS MULTIPLE CHOICE
EARLY COMPUTERS MASTERMIND
PEGS (SQUARE) (ROUND) (HOLE
These are word associaions, with arrows at the (most
important?) referents. Why are square and round in
parentheses? Elliot Smith and Cat’s Cradle are sad
and nostalgic, which makes sense for my birthday
month. Pegs and zippers are good metaphors for the
anchoring of collages with pushpins and breaking
apart of composiions with frames and edges. There
are several linking concepts for the items in this list—
open vs closed, dead/defunct/vintage, pulling apart a
material, associated graphic elements, a few instances
of the narrow mitochondria.*
The original staring point for any of my
repeiive drawings is usually something in the world.
I do not always noice where a shape comes from at
the beginning. This long bean might have originated
with a doodle of the prototypical scribble—a
repeaing loop that looks like cursive but is not.
Many arists ind their own rituals of intuiive line or
shape that their hand relaxes into. Criic, poet and
calligrapher Travis Jeppeson describes Cy Twombly’s
disinct curly scratches as “at imes legible, at imes
not...his own painterly-writerly language—one we
might deem, for lack of a beter term, scrawl.”**
“Painterly-writerly” describes the stroke and the leter
as comparable, or at least hyphenable.
* (see August)
** Travis Jeppesen, “All That Scrawl: Toward a Wild
Writing •,” Mousse Magazine, last modified October 31,
2019, accessed April 12, 2021, http://moussemagazine.
it/all-that-scrawl-toward-a-wild-writing-travisjeppesen-2019/.

July 2020

minimal gesture -> maximal ^

spatial effect

This is everything. Why break up a large whole into
small marks? To reduce complex moion or form to
the smallest movement of my hand. Like inding a
taste that describes the feeling of waking up from a
nap and forgeing where you are. Synecdoche but
across senses and ime. This was listed on a page
with some notes from a conversaion between Glenn
Adamson and Najla El Zein*—one of them probably
said it about El Zein’s quiet, nested sculptures. I love
how her concrete, immovable pieces embrace so
gently. The gestures are small but ill the room.

* Adamson, Glenn, and Najla El Zein. “Design in Dialogue
#6: Najla El Zein.” Other, n.d. Accessed July 2020.
https://vimeo.com/409892833.

August 2020

endurance of material/endurance
of emotion = “STRENGTH”
Some characterisics of diagrams, from The Culture
of Diagrams: “They tend to be reducive renderings,
usually executed as drawings, using few if any colors;
they are generally supplemented with notaions
keyed to explanatory capions, with parts correlated
by means of a geometrical notaion system.”* This
diagram has no basis in geometrical notaion, is not
mathemaically correct and I think is most interesing
for one, the immeasurable size of both numerator
and denominator, and two, the crazy looking =. The
equal sign might even be purposefully non-notaional
in its franic scribbled emphasis. Maybe that is
mirroring the strength of the right side. It could also
be a miniature fragment of the ovoid, cellular, organic
shape used in a number of my drawings. I like this
shape for its resistance to being a solid or a hole. In
some text-based stencils it is the division line of ¢ and
also % or $. Those could be evenly weight lines, but
in stencils they oten end up tapering, making a very
skinny oval, like the botom of a glass just above or
below eye level. Again, a solid and a hole depending
on the side of the glass. This is a strong shape in my
opinion. August was also a month paricularly about
excessive cardboard: drawing on cardboard, latening
cardboard, packing into cardboard. I made my ovals
out of cardboard. The strength of the material was
structural but also emoional. It is safe, democraic,
anonymous.
* John B. Bender and Michael Marrinan, The Culture of
Diagram (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2010),
7.

Semptember 2020

collapse distance btwn —concept —
gathering —execution —criticism
I’m not sure how big this distance is or in what
direcion. In my pracice, concept, gathering,
execuion, and criicism are four separate imelines
happening someimes together but at diferent
speeds and in diferent colors—polyphony might
be a close comparison. Also, the way we grow. And
seasons. Those examples might assume an end
product and I do not want to do that. That’s the case
for the collapse and the unclear use of the curly
bracket. I was considering how these four strands
could make up a rope. I have collapsed the distance
between the beginning and end of “between.”
Not a necessary abbreviaion, but now between is
beauifully shortened to its consonants, one for each
transparent layer: criicism, execuion, gathering,
concept. In September I let art school to live with my
family in California and work from home. Collapsing
happened all over with diferent combinaions of
materials: my body, my studio, boxes, houses, ire,
cancer, glue, resolve. I covered/collapsed a lot of
distance, but also, not really. I did the same work
[prints] in a diferent place [home] and also diferent
work [poems] in the same place [zoom].

October 2020

Notational non notational The
work itself SCRIPT DRAWING
work as class of compliant
performances SCORE ETCHING,
direction of signification, script
-> human human -> score
This table is taken from Lines by Tim Ingold*. The
direcion of signiicaion note is meant to help
me understand his disincion between score and
script. As large scale, improvisaional, and intuiive
drawings, where does my work sit in this argument?
And why does it mater? In an essay by Judith Hecker,
curator and William Kentridge scholar, she explores
the idea of “trace” in the arist’s work, including the
relaionship between the image and the matrix in
printmaking. If the etching is non-notaional, how do
we classify the trace in this table and in the direcion
of signiicaion? The trace is the non-notaional
“work itself” of the etching. Hecker notes that it
is “connected to the coningency of meaning, to
aspects of an image (or text) that are not controlled
by the arist (or author).”** Kentridge has speciically
spoken to this part of printmaking; the space between
notaional and non-notaional or “the gap between
the arist’s gesture and the prining of that gesture,”***
a space which creates indeterminacy:
“There’s a separaion from the gestural
mark of your hand to what you get on the
sheet of paper...There’s something in the
drawing’s going through the process of
invisibility under the press and coming out,
in your peeling the sheet of paper of the
etching plate of lithographic stone or taking it
of the silkscreen bed, which is a diference. →
* Tim Ingold, Lines: A Brief History (London: Routledge,
2007), 11.
** Judith B Hecker, William Kentridge: Trace (New York,
NY: The Museum of Modern Art, 2010), 11.
*** IBID, 11.

It is a moment of separaion between making
and seeing the image, which is important.”****
This speaks to the idea of compliant performances.
Printmaking is a series of manipulable acions
carried out upon, or as a result of, the work itself
(the drawing, plan, diagram, transfer). He describes
the disincion of [art]work as itself and [art]work as
an actor through these manipulaions. I think this is
where a lot of us fall in love with printmaking.

**** IBID, 11.

November 2020

searching for that interesting
thing, that thing that I can't put
down
I wrote this while in Mexico visiing my dying
grandfather. I was uterly disinterested in most of
what I was making. My emphasis on process shited
from a conceptual strategy and a genuine research
direcion to a way of mindlessly engaging my hands.
I had hand surgery and had a wisdom tooth removed
that same month. There were many reasons to
submit to apathy. I created new, more convoluted,
chance-based drawing strategies to absolve me of
conceptual responsibility or spark some kind of new
interest. I told myself my hand made it harder to work
even though it was my let and I am right handed. I
drew trees from life because they are easy and don’t
move and even if I’m not really paying atenion to a
paricular tree I can draw a convincing tree because I
have seen a lot of trees.
I think now, ater some distance, that I didn’t
write this note aspiraionally. I was not commited to
a search, which is completely okay. I am someimes
only sort of interested. More important than being
interested is knowing I won’t always be. Beter to
make the things I already have incrementally more
important and to be okay with doing less; untangling
the not-so-symbioic relaionship between arisic
labor and freedom. Or as Bojana Kunst describes, “the
kind of [work] whose level of dedicaion and intensity
leaves no further room for life,”* a pracice-forward
life strategy that leaves no room for the possibility of
* Francien van Westrenen, Facing Value: Radical
Perspectives from the Arts (Amsterdam, Netherlands:
Valiz, 2017), 116.

→

art as not-work, not-useful or the result of coincidence
and failure. I think this is a more sustainable
relaionship to being a maker than trying to culivate
obsession or buying into normaive excepionality.
Grant describes the mythic arist personality in
her chapter on “Arist Process as a Means of Self
Realizaion,” as the popular ideniicaion of the
arist as a member of society “unhampered by the
limitaions imposed on workers in a modern industrial
capitalist society,”** a free individual determining
their own producion and potenial. This was never
true, of course, but if it were I deinitely would never
reach self-realizaion. I want to be a certain level of
“hampered” and I also want to embrace entropy. I
guess what I mean about interest is that someimes
I have it, someimes I don’t, and someimes it is
important to do nothing at all about it.
There is plenty to capivate me within the
structures of the everyday, as in the “small theatrical
arenas”*** of our urban environment construcion
sites, as Robert Morris describes. Paricularly, there is
an emphasis on raw material and random distribuion
in these areas that is strangely nature-adjacent.
Concrete, brick, gravel, rebar and tar are generally
not dyed, not pretending to be anything they are not,
and to me they have the kind of natural colorisic
harmony of landscape paining. My interest in
roads, infrastructure and intersiial urban spaces is a
recogniion of a someimes overlooked area of beauty
—one that is characterized by thankless, physical work
and markedly outside of a studio-based arisic labor.
The forms of the road are beauiful and the work to
make it extraordinary. The road is interesing and I
can’t put it down.

** Kim Grant, All About Process: the Theory and Discourse
of Modern Artistic Labor (PENN State UNIV Press, 2018),
113.
*** IBID, 196.

“It is the poteniality of doing less that gives
tenacity to human acivity and gives art the
permanent and autonomous power to rethink
the borders between the various types of human
experience: art actually opens the gateway to this
useless conirmaion of life.”****

****

Francien van Westrenen, Facing Value: Radical Perspectives
from the Arts (Amsterdam, Netherlands: Valiz, 2017), 117.

December 2020

give it place and time?
Jack Burnham: “We are now in transiion from an
object-oriented to a systems-oriented culture. Where
change emanates, not from things, but from the way
things are done/ The prioriies of the present age
revolve around the problems of organizaion.”*

Rhode Island School of Design Criiques: “Can you talk
about locaion and scale/Why not Scale It Up/I could
see this as an installaion”**

* Edward A. Shanken, Systems (London: Whitechapel
Gallery, 2015) 12.
** Maybe I am the only one irked by these questions.
They’re helpful the first time. But also, why not scale
it down?

“We have entered into a
culture where we no longer
just work, we perform. We
need to perform because
that’s what’s asked of us.
When we choose to make
our living on the basis of
doing what we want, we are
required to get our act
together and get things
done, in any place, at any
time. Are you ready? I
ask you and I’m sure that
you’re as ready as you’ll
ever be to perform, prove
yourself, do things and go
places.
Who is we? The
group is ever expanding.
It is we, the creative
types—who invent jobs for
ourselves by exploring and
exploiting our talents to
perform small artistic and
intellectual miracles on a
daily basis.”*
—Jan Verwoert

*

Francien van Westrenen, Facing Value:
Radical Perspectives from the Arts
(Amsterdam, Netherlands: Valiz, 2017),
143.

January 2020

*

* The end of a fire

WOULD YOU SAY YOU'RE HAUNTED?

**

** A big empty plot where the fire was

February 2020

I AM HERE over and over again
I don’t know which says this louder, illing my studio
wall with one inch brush strokes or prining an enire
book of my notes about my notes.

March 2020

-> telling the same story in a different
way
Someone I know* described a series of prints this
way. Or maybe this was a goal for their next series.
We speak about series oten, and what guiding
principles or games or quesions cohere muliple
prints. A good strategy is trial and error of basic
principles of design and percepion. Contemporary
research has pointed out vagueness in many of the
ideas and added much needed scope to the ield
of percepion, but I ind a lot of value in Gestalt
organizaional principles even ater so many years.
There was a ime [the middle of the night] I fell
into a hole of reading Max Wertheimer’s 1923
“Invesigaions on Gestalt Principles” and found the
opening anecdote a charming story of diferent ways.
He lays out a series of daily observaions that include
unconscious organizaion and describes the alternate,
oten uncomfortable, ways we could instead order
informaion about our environment. We see the sky
and trees outside and know they are many colors
but do not perceive the sky and trees as the sum of
those colors. We could count them, barring physical
limitaions, but to “have a group of 327 colors” is
generally an unnatural way to organize the view. But
then he writes an aside about a paricular grouping he
observes:
“(And what a remarkable process it is,
when for once something like that visual
integraion succeeds in happening. What →
* Joseph Inglima, Rhode Island School of Design, B.Arch

‘23

astonishment when, ater looking for a long
ime, ater considerable eforts with a very
unrealisic set [Einstellung], I discover that
there at the window, secions of the dark
frame, together with a smooth branch,
form a capital leter N.)” **
All I can hope for is this remarkable process.***
Someimes I sit in front or to the side of a half inished
thing and try to laten it with my eyes or push space
back to another imaginary plane to tell a story in the
diferent way. I like story as a string to ie around
all these bundles of abstracion. Story includes
beginning, middle and end, someimes,**** but can
comprise color, character, a feeling, or the leter N;
stories without narraive and series without seriality.

** Max Wertheimer et al., “Investigations on Gestalt
Principles” in On Perceived Motion and Figural
Organization (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2012), 301.
*** Truly
**** This is a semantic rabbit hole that is not useful
to this kind of a book, so I am deciding that story is a
larger category. Narrative organizes story. I say a shape
can be a story and that beginning, middle and end are
more like guidelines than requirements These notes are
more like guidelines than requirements, if you’re still
reading. Stories can be notes without readers.

April 2020

GROUNDING mental +
physiological, describing object
in great detail
Grounding is a technique for anxiety that I use
between aciviies of high stress or intense focus. It
can lower my heart rate or take me out of a studio
stupor or crime novel and remind me to be where
I am. The mental exercises are things like couning
everything blue in the room or describing an object
in great detail. The physiological ones engage a
sense. I put my face against something cold or eat
something sour. The most frequent grounding I use
is with the actual ground on walks. My interest in the
road grew when I started taking long walks where I
take pictures of interesing shapes or record streamof-consciousness voice notes to myself. These are
all parts of a pracice. Morris wrote another essay
exploring art as behavior and the phenomenology
of making, in which he suggests that the content
or “form” found in the aciviies of making is as
important as the content of its end images: “...the
submerged side of the art iceberg.”* Ground is a
unifying premise between ends and means—to use
a descripion by Morris, the making and the object
represent interacions with surface and “mediabased disincions (paining, sculpture, dance, etc.)
fall away.”** The drawing on the ground*** and the
drawing on the ground are process and product.

* Robert Morris, Continuous Project Altered Daily: the
Writings of Robert Morris (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,
1993), 73.
** IBID, 75.
*** The word ground will not be used in this book again.

*

* product

**

** process
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